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WHO WE ARE

MAKING YOUR DREAM BARN A REALITY

For

over

25

Years,

Classic Equine Equipment

has been the industry leading source
for equestrian projects of all shapes
and sizes worldwide. Our beautifully designed barn components are
sure to create a functional safe environment you and your horse can be
proud of for years to come. All of our
manufactured products are 100%
made in the USA at our manufacturing facility located in the beautiful
Ozark foot hills of Southeast Missouri. From horse stalls and paddock doors, to lighting and fans, we
are confident that you will come to
the conclusion echoed by so many-

“There’s nothing like a Classic!”
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SLIDING HORSE STALLS
SPACE SAVING ADVANTAGE

Sliding stall fronts are a popular option for many horse barns. Since doors slide rather than swing
outward, they provide a major space saving advantage. For this reason, sliding stall fronts are ideal
for busy facilities with multiple horses. They also make a great choice when dealing with a narrow
barn aisle. Our track and roller system is the best on the market with a self-cleaning design allowing a
smooth and easy slide. Take a look at the many options we have available. We can customize any of our
standard stall fronts to suit your needs
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SLIDING HORSE STALLS
SPACE SAVING ADVANTAGE

Our simple flip latch is
unique in the industry
and is the safest available. Additional latching is available upon
request.

• Pre galvanized steel
• 1” bar on 3” centers
• Lifetime warranty on Track rollers/Door hardware
800.444.7430
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SLIDING STALLS
DREAM GALLERY
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SLIDING STALLS
DREAM GALLERY
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SLIDING STALLS
DREAM GALLERY
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B
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SLIDING STALLS
DREAM GALLERY
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SLIDING STALLS
DREAM GALLERY
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DOOR OPTIONS
TOP OPTIONS

Removable Fill Piece

Fold Down Yoke

Custom options available
Fold Down ( also available as removable)

Mesh Top

Grill Top

French Yoke

Yoke

Vertical Opening
800.444.7430
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DOOR OPTIONS
BOTTOM OPTIONS
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Wood (Vertical or Horizontal)

Wood (Vertical/Horizontal)

Grill With Shavings Guard

Grill with Nameplate Board/Blanket Rail

Mesh with Shavings Guard ( with optional Metal Insert)

Mesh with Shavings Guard and Nameplate Board

CLASSIC-EQUINE.com

HINGED HORSE STALLS
FUNCTIONAL AND ELEGANT

Hinged horse stall fronts are extremely functional while adding an elegant look and classic feel. Hinged stall fronts allow
for a more open design concept than sliding stall fronts. Stall
fronts are made with heavy duty barrel hinges or adjustable
stainless steel hinges. Hinged fronts need room to swing out
into the barn aisle meaning your barn aisle must be fairly wide
to allow for proper function. This is especially true if you have
two rows of stalls directly across from one another. If you are
unsure on which style of horse stall is right for your barn, we
would be happy to discuss our various stall options and help
you determine the best product for your barn.

800.444.7430
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HINGED HORSE STALLS
DREAM GALLERY

Easy to use plunger
latch as a standard.
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HINGED HORSE STALLS
DREAM GALLERY
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HINGED HORSE STALLS
DREAM GALLERY
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HINGED HORSE STALLS
DREAM GALLERY
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STALL PARTITIONS
VERSATILE AND DURABLE

Our Stall Partitions are versatile
and durable. The solid framed
unit is made from heavy-duty,
pre-galvanized steel and can be
manufactured at any length. Grill
and wood options can be created
to design the perfect partition.

A Custom Euro Style Partition

B
18

Half Grill partition with center divider

CLASSIC-EQUINE.com

C

Partial grill partition with 4’ privacy
section, center divider and wood fill

D Full wood partition

PARTITIONS
DREAM GALLERY

A Half grill partition

B Custom partition

C Custom Integrity Partition

D

E Half grill partition with wood fill bottom

F Custom arc top half grill partition with wood fill

H Hinged full wood partition

I

Partial grill with privacy section at each end

Partial grill partition
G with
4’ privacy section and wood fill

Custom-notched partition with Euro style
columns as dividers
800.444.7430
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WOOD AND COLOR OPTIONS
CUSTOMIZE IT

We offer 11 Powder Coat colors with
the ability to match custom colors.
Premium imported Brazilian Hardwood and Southern Yellow Pine are
always in stock to ensure a fast and
easy delivery. Additional types of
wood are available upon request.
Please note wood is sold separately.
Black
Mini-Tex

Southern Yellow Pine is the strongest of
the “softwoods”. It comes in 2” x 8” x
12’ lengths.
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Spock
Black

Satin Dark

Fashion
Gray

Brazilian Hardwood is extremely durable and dense. It is 1” thick and comes
in 12” increments from 4’-12’.

Hunter
Green

Brick Red

Patrician
Bronze

Mojave
Brown

HDPE uses primarily recycled postconsumer plastic with a positive environmental impact. This material is longlasting, low maintenance and weather
resistant.

Camel

Sandstone
Matte

Sky White

Venting is optional with our Hardwood
or Pine allowing additional airflow.

SPECIALTY PROJECTS

Pegasus Therapeutic Riding is a wonderful organization whose mission “is to enhance the lives of individuals with disabilities and challenges through
equine-assisted activities and therapies”. We at Classic Equine Equipment are honored to be part of their new Michele Arnhold Education Center.

R&R Ranch is home to 17 formerly abused and neglected miniature horses. One horse, in particular, has earned his certification to be a therapy horse
bringing happiness to everyone he meets from school children to residents at senior living centers. “We like to think that we give the hopeless hope.”
says Ranch owner Stacy Rolfe.
Mike and Candi Tompkins are small
breeders of English Labradors near
Salem, Oregon. They wanted their
puppies to have a pen that would
match their Classic Equine horse
stall. They presented their idea to
one of our sales representatives,
Ken Wegner, and he was able to deliver! “Everybody that visits comments on the puppy pen and Mr. T,
our Arabian gelding, enjoys watching over “his” puppies!”
- Candi Tompkins
800.444.7430
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RECENT PROJECTS
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Gary Cooper

Foxhollow Farms

Tom H. Colle

CMT Construction

Private Facility

University of Georgia
Equestrian Center

CLASSIC-EQUINE.com

FEATURED RENOVATIONS

ARE YOU READY FOR A REMODEL?

Private Facility - AZ

Rancho Insolito
Decatur, MI

Hidden Creek Stables
Ormond Beach, FL

Lee Hatcher
Little Rock, AR
800.444.7430
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WHAT IS THE CLASSIC VALUE?
FUNCTION. SECURITY. LUXURY.

Our ultimate goal is to provide
you with the best quality products
specifically designed to fit your
environment. Our products are
designed with features that not
only set us apart from our competitors, but also provide ultimate
function, security and luxury. Our
staff is devoted to making your
dream barn a reality.

All steel products are made in-house at our manufacturing plant
in Fredericktown, MO. We are proud to be made in the USA!
24
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All products are made from pre-galvanized steel providing
ultimate rust protection. For additional rust protection we can
incorporate a Hot Dip Galvanized finish or zinc primer coating.

WHAT IS THE CLASSIC VALUE?
FUNCTION. SECURITY. LUXURY.

• In-house powder coating is
standard on all products. This allows us to closely monitor your
order from start to finish ensuring
it is of the highest quality.
• Stall components come with a
3 year limited warranty. We are
happy to provide references of
our projects in your area.
• Our sales team and support
personnel are available to assist
you in selecting the right products
for you. To help ensure your barn
is perfect, on-site visits are available upon request.
• Whether your project requires
special size stall fronts, barn doors,
or a completely unique design, we
can accommodate most every idea
or building requirement using our
in-house draftsmen.
• Custom designs are always
welcome- Request a free design
consultation today!
• All products are fabricated with
pregalvanized steel.

Allows for full customization.
800.444.7430
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BARN END DOORS

MADE TO FIT YOUR BARN AND STYLE

Our Barn End Doors are made
to fit your barn. With our equipment being made to order, there
is no “custom” size. We offer
multiple design options - sliding, hinged, arched and aluminum. For a personalized entry,
logos may also be incorporated
into doors. Barn End Doors are
made from pre-galvanized steel
and use our high quality track
and trolley system. They offer
superior strength and beauty
while delivering the ultimate in
performance and durability.
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BARN END DOORS
DREAM GALLERY

A Sliding glass top with crossbucks

B Sliding glass top with metal crossbuck

C Hinged Vertical/Horizontal full wood fill

D Sliding Vertical/Horizontal full wood fill

E

F

G Sliding glass top with metal crossbuck

H

Sliding full wood fill

Aluminum sliding glass top
with crossbuck metal inserts

I

Hinged arched double doors

Sliding glass top with crossbuck

800.444.7430
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LOFT DOORS
DREAM GALLERY

D Full wood loft doors

A Sliding loft doors with crossbuck

B Hay loft doors
28
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E

loft doors with glass top wood fill
C Hinged
bottom and crossbuck

Hinged loft doors with single crossbuck

F Split sliding loft doors with crossbuck

PADDOCK DOORS

FOR EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR

A

Full mesh stall screen and
chew guard

Sliding wood fill door

E with crossbuck

B

F

Mesh stall screen with yoke opening
and metal shavings guard

Sliding full wood door

C

Grilled Stall Screen with Yoke
Opening and Shavings Guard

G Sliding full wood door

H

Sliding full wood door

D Full Grill sliding door

I Sliding full wood feed room door
800.444.7430
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DUTCH DOORS

SOLID AND DEPENDABLE

We manufacture one of the most dependable Dutch Doors in the industry. Doors are solid
welded and come pre-hung for an easy installation. Latching systems are made from pre-galvanized material fully manufactured for durability and weatherability. Doors can be opened
from either the inside or outside and single-hinged doors are available for use as entry doors.
30
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DUTCH DOORS
DREAM GALLERY

A

C

Horizontal wood
with crossbuck

fill

Horizontal

wood

D Steel insert and Quad glass top E with crossbuck

fill

F

Dutch Door with Glass Top, integrated
Glass Guard and Horizontal/Vertical
Wood Fill Bottom

Horizontal & vertical wood fill

G Metal inserts with crossbuck
800.444.7430
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HINGED WINDOWS AND GRILLS
DREAM GALLERY

Our windows are designed and
manufactured with the same exacting standards as our Dutch
Doors. Windows can be made for
wood or glass fill, and have multiple options for protective grills.
Ask us about Lexan: a UV protected, shatterproof polycarbonate as
an alternative to glass. Note: Glass
and/or wood not included

A French window grill

B Hinged wood fill with fixed grill

C Hinged with HDPE fill
32
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D Hinged with grill guard

E Hinged wood fill

F

Hinged glass fill with fixed grill

WINDOW GRILL OPTIONS

A

B

C

D

E

F
800.444.7430
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SHUTTERS

THE FINISHING TOUCH

B

Horizontal wood fill

C Arched with vertical wood fill

A Vertical fill
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D Horizontal/Vertical wood fill

CUSTOM LIGHTING

BRIGHTEN UP YOUR BARN

STANDARD GOOSENECK

FANCY GOOSENECK
19 1/2“

9“

Lights are made from precision spun aluminum with a powder coat finish and come
standard with white interior providing
a minimum 85% reflectance. The unique
turned in bottom bead adds strength while
preventing collection of dust and water
making them the perfect barn light.

7“

16 1/2“

18“

24“

CIRCULATION FANS

WHEN NATURAL VENTILATION NEEDS A BOOST
Our 20” Deluxe Basket Fan combines high output performance,
low cost and energy efficiency to
give you one of the best valued
fans available on the market.
Fans Feature a high velocity air
pattern with quiet operation and
include a heavy duty hot dip galvanized mounting bracket or an
optional wall mounting bracket.

Indoor/Outdoor Ceiling Fan

High Output Deluxe Basket Fan

Indoor/Outdoor ceiling fans provide a
healthier, cooler environment for your
horses all year long. With a 60” diameter, it
uses less energy than a 100 watt light bulb.

Size

HP

Volt

Tested
Amps

20”

1/3

115~

3.64/1.82

Hz

Spd

60

S/Var^

FPM*

Thrust
(lbf)

Thrust
Eff.
Ratio**

kW

RPM

1,050

3.71

10.5

.353

1,686

CCFM

CCFM
per
Watt

Blade

Cord

5,080

14.4

3-Alum

10’

All units are DD (Direct Drive) and include the corresponding hot dip galvanized standard ceiling mount bracket with hardware. These units come prewired for 115 Volts (electrician may rewire for 230 Volts)
^ Variable speed fans require separate variable speed control to adjust fan speed.
* FPM (Feet Per Minute) - Velocity measured center line at a distance of 5 times the prop diameter.
**Thrust Efficiency Ratio is calculated by dividing the Thrust (lbf) by the kW.
Bold gold text is data certified by BESS Labs using AMCA Standard 230-07.
800.444.7430
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ENTRANCE AND PADDOCK GATES
MADE TO FIT YOUR STYLE
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A Custom Entrance Gate

B

C Custom Entrance Gate

D Custom Entrance Gate

E Four Rail Entrance Gate

F

CLASSIC-EQUINE.com

Arched Entrance Gate

Aluminum Entrance Gate

PASTURE GATES

Custom Gates are manufactured to fit any space requirement. From commercial to residential we will produce the
perfect gate for you. All gates are made to your specifications
with pre-galvanized tubular steel or aluminum.

A Five Rail Gate

B Pasture Gate

C Five Rail Gate

D Mesh Pasture Gate
800.444.7430
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FLOORING SOLUTIONS
TRU-STEP® PAVERS

Why Tru-Step® Pavers?
Tru-Step® Pavers are particularly
useful in aisle ways and exterior
wash and groom areas due to
their excellent self-drainage and
slip resistant surface. They are
ideal for replacing worn or slick
surfaces and are extremely easy
to install and maintain. They are
weather resistant with no possibly in shrinking, warping or
cracking and can be used both
inside and outside.

10’ x 36’
Aisleway
Approx.
1,190 pavers
38
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Thin Tile
Dimensions
7¾” x 6¼” x ¾”

Thick Tile
Dimensions
7¾” x 6¼” x 1½”

FLOORING SOLUTIONS
BENEFITS OF TRU-STEP® PAVERS

BENEFITS OF TRU-STEP® PAVERS
• Easy to install and maintain
• Interlocking to ensure stability
• Mold resistant, antibacterial
and antimicrobial
• Controls bacteria and dust
• Low cost and environmentally-friendly
• UV resistant
• Outstanding performance and longevity
• Excellent shock absorption and protection
• Exceptional durability with comfort and 		
resilience
• Ensures safe footing in both wet and dry 		
environments

800.444.7430
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STALL MATTRESSES

DESIGNED FOR A HORSE FRIENDLY SURFACE
Tru-step mattress systems reproduce
the characteristics of natural pasture,
providing a comfortable surface for
your horse to rest on. The wall-to-wall
water-proof stall flooring system allows
horses the confidence to walk, rise and
lay down without fear of slipping.
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INTERLOCKING MATS
LokTuff™

These interlocking stall mats are
backed by a 12 year warranty guaranteed never to buckle or curl. Made
from vulcanized rubber, they are designed to maintain shape under an
excessive amount of pressure. Their
Waterjet cut edges ensure a tight fit
every time.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides additional horse comfort
Reduces bedding cost
Reduces horse injury
Textured surface provides traction
Completely non-absorbent
Insulated against cold and damp areas
No groove, flat bottom finish prevents
growth of bacteria

800.444.7430
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STABLE-ITY GRIDS

THE PERMANENT MUD MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

FEATURES
• Used to keep any area
level and mud free
• Maintenance free
• Withstand heavy loads
• Insures a permanently
level stall
• Provides excellent
drainage
• Helps control odor
• Eliminates digging in
stalls

BEFORE / AFTER

Popular places to be used
include:
• Paddock entrances
• Sacrifice turnouts
• Water troughs
• Run-in sheds
• Stalls
• Barn aisles
BEFORE / AFTER
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STABLE ACCESSORIES

CUSTOMIZE YOUR BARN

Water Options

Standing
Nelson Waterer

Equifront Automatic
Horse Waterer

Endurequest Automatic
Horse Waterer

Corner Tack Locker Mounts

Hitching Post

Stable Wall Organizer Includes (1) 4 prong holder and
(5) large tool hangers

Water Bucket Holder
800.444.7430
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WASH BAY & GROOMING STALLS

A COMFORTABLE, SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR YOU AND YOUR HORSE

Wash racks

Wash Bay with Tie columns
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Wash bay

Tie Post

Grooming stalls

Standing/Tie stalls

WASH BAY ACCESSORIES
SAFE AND RELIABLE

Our T5 Fluorescent lights are waterproof and pressure washable up to
2000 psi. Energy saving bulbs have
20,000 hours of lamp life combined
with a rust resistant fixture and 5 year
warranty.

These button style mats interlock to prevent movement.
Button mats come with a 12
year warranty against wear
and lifetime warranty against
rolling, buckling or curling.

Heaters produce short wave length infrared
that convert 92% of consumed energy to instant, controllable, directional heat. Heaters are
designed to meet P24 standard for water spray,
so they can be installed in both wet and dry
conditions.

Over-the-Top Washers are made with safety and
organization in mind easily keeping the wash
unit above the animals head and off the floor.
800.444.7430
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TACK SOLUTIONS

STAY ORGANIZED WITH TACK STORAGE

Standard Bridle Hook

Euro Bridle Holder

Swinging blanket rack (Holds up to 5 blankets)

Finding the perfect tack storage can be
difficult, Classic Equine Equipment offers unique solutions to keeping your
barn organized.

Standard Blanket bar length 52”

Stout Blanket bar length 38”
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Tack Lockers

ULTIMATE TACK SYSTEM
THE ANSWER TO YOUR TACK NEEDS

Ultimate Saddle Pad Rack

Ultimate Tack Rack System

Ultimate Frame

Ultimate Saddle Rack

The ultimate Tack System is made of heavy duty
3/8” steel, designed to handle all types of tack
from the lightest English saddles to the heaviest
Western rigs. Mix and match components to fit
your needs and environment.

Ultimate Large Basket 18” x 13” x 8”

Rotating Tack Wall Featuring the Ultimate Tack System

800.444.7430
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PROJECT GALLERY
“We got the stalls used, but
we were amazed when we
picked them up how heavy
and well-constructed they
are. They are made to last,
that’s for sure!”
- Pinon Ridge Equine, Clint
and Jessie Niedens

“I would rate them a 10 on a scale from 1 to 10. 10 being the best. From
start to finish, Gary and all his staff were easy to work with and very
informative as my many questions came out.” - Marielle Baker

“When building our highly customized horse research facility Classic
Equine Equipment was the obvious choice because of craftsmanship,
quality, and service.”

- Mike Jerina, Horse Research
Department Manager,
Purina Animal Nutrition
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“I am so very pleased with
the Classic Equine quality,
function and wear. I love my
barn! It is about 10 years old
and it is still beautiful!”
- Kirsten, NH

“The barn is awesome. We are very pleased with Classic Equine’s part in making
this barn so very special. The Ipe wood in the Classic frames is just beautiful and
elegant. Thanks for adding extra class to Undigo Farms!”

– Undigo Farms, Joe and
Foncie Bullard

PROJECT GALLERY

“Matt was extremely helpful, patient and very responsive with us during the ordering process. We are thrilled with the look of our barn and
it’s due in part to the windows and doors. We were looking for a heavy duty, quality product that will last and that’s what we got. Would 100%
recommend Classic Equine & 100% would order from them again. Great company- quality products & quality employees!!”
- Katie Fontanazza

“We chose Classic Equine as we wanted a complimentary and authentic look to our stables. Quality and durability were very important in our
decision process. Ken was a pleasure to work with and helped make our short deadline possible. We could not be happier with the end result!”
- Private Residence
800.444.7430
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BARNS OF RECOGNITION
RCG FARM

Classic Equine Equipment
is grateful to be a part
of some of the most
prestigious facilities in
North America. Contact us
today to learn how we can
customize a solution for all
your needs.

“We, as architects, were very impressed with the ease of communication and knowledge that Classic Equine had
of each product, from the sales office all the way to the president of the company. Furthermore, they met all of the
deadlines on this aggressively scheduled project and provided beautifully crafted products.”
- Peter Paulos, AIA
P/H Architects LLC
Newtown, CT
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CLASSIC EQUINE EQUIPMENT
FUNCTION. SECURITY. LUXURY.

“It is with complete confidence that Herbst Farms owners Denny and
Kristi Herbst can recommend Classic Equine Equipment Stalls, doors,
windows and various other products! Our stalls and barn have truly
stood the test of time and wear after 10 years of continued use. We
still receive compliments on how well they look and have stood up
to the work and use!! Classic Equine has always been attentive to our
needs and we are proud to be a partner in their continued success in
the Equestrian world.”
- Denny and Kristi Herbst

800.444.7430 CLASSIC-EQUINE.com

